Considering a
Smartly alternative?
Meet Hunch.
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Smartly is a category leader in our space and sits atop the Meta Business Partner list,
rightfully so. Great company. Great customers. They spend time-solving problems for
the ‘elite’ of the largest Facebook advertisers in the world. Even though Smartly is a great
automation platform, it is far from perfect. They are now more focused on enterprise and
companies with a huge amount of spend.
We at Hunch put a bigger focus on people and process. From a technology perspective,
our offering is similar but different in approach to delivering the full solution. The edge
is in the ease of use, delivery, and our implementation team.

So, still considering a Smarty alternative?
All your questions answered.

Smartly VS Hunch
A solution for your paid social and creative
production challenges.
Both Smartly and Hunch are automated creative production and media buying platforms
that empower brands and agencies to grow on paid social.
From a technology perspective, our offering is similar but different in approach to delivering
the full solution.
We believe in the business-solution-first approach. We flawlessly deliver complex solutions
for creative and campaign automation, at scale by combining the power of dynamic
creative video and image production with automated ad buying.
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Smartly VS Hunch: Comparison table

INTEGRATIONS

Facebook (full)
Instagram (full)
TikTok (library and creative integration)
Google analytics (metrics, rules and automations)
Google ads (rules and automations)
Custom metrics
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If you’re considering on moving from Smartly to Hunch,
these are the features and services offered by the Hunch platform.
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Smartly VS Hunch: Comparison table

FEATURES

DPA Product catalogs
DPA templates
Automated ads
Automated campaigns
Campaign management
Rules & Automations
Reporting
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If you’re considering on moving from Smartly to Hunch,
these are the features and services offered by the Hunch platform.
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Smartly VS Hunch: Comparison table

CREATIVE

Creative Studio (image & video)
Dynamic templates (image & video)
PSD import
Custom fonts
Creative export
Collaboration and approval tool
Brand kit
Creative library
Platform templates and assets
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If you’re considering on moving from Smartly to Hunch,
these are the features and services offered by the Hunch platform.
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Smartly VS Hunch: Comparison table

SERVICES

Customer success
Account management
Training services

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

Solutions & integrations
Creative & production
Strategy

SUPPORT

Support (24/7
Knowledge base
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If you’re considering on moving from Smartly to Hunch,
these are the features and services offered by the Hunch platform.
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Smartly VS Hunch: Comparison table

PRICING

Flexible
Subscription (tech fee)
Percentage of spend

Fixed

Tiered

Total Spend

Direct Platform Spend

Project based
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If you’re considering on moving from Smartly to Hunch,
these are the features and services offered by the Hunch platform.
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Why Hunch is the right
move for your business?
Hunch helps generate highly personalized creatives and optimize your campaigns in a
scalable way.
As a Meta Business Partner, Hunch helps advertisers like you leverage our platform with
the greatest efficacy.
With Hunch, you can build unique personalized customer journeys on Facebook and
Instagram via creative ads deliverering the right ad to the right user at the right time,
helping you convert more leads into customers.
Despite a ton of advanced features, getting started on Hunch is easy.
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Hunch has a 4-step-framework
Connect

Design

Launch

Optimize

Hunch can drastically reduce your production and launch
time and manage your ad strategy all in one platform.
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Connect
The first step is to connect your data to Hunch. Hunch features an
open-data platform with comprehensive data management solutions.

DPA catalogs
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Location catalogs

3rd party data
catalogs

Dynamic creative
personalization

Data management
solutions
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Design
Hunch’s powerful platform lets you create smart and
scalable templates both for images and videos.
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Image Studio

Video Studio

Template library

Platform assets

Photoshop integration

Brand kit

Creative export

Creative approval tool
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Launch
With your designs in place, ad campaigns are
automatically created based on your feed.

Standard Meta
campaigns
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DPA Campaigns

Automated campaigns

Dynamic Creative
Campaigns
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Optimize
Make data-driven decisions to control and
optimize your campaign’s performance.

Creative insights
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Reporting

Automated rules

Creative testing
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And here’s a preview of how much time and resources Hunch can save you within an example of setting up just one
campaign. Multiply this by the number of your campaign initiatives and the time savings very quickly add up.

1 Design Concept

10 Products

3 Purchase
Motivators

4 Ad Formats

2 Placements

Output

169

FREE SHIPPING

SPECIAL OFFER

11

45

916
PERFECT FIT PROMISE

240

VIDEO ADS

Without Hunch, your designers would need to produce hundreds of creative assets manually. But with Hunch
dynamic templates, this process is fully automated, so your designer can focus on creating the best visual, and let
Hunch do the rest.
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We got you covered!
What differentiates Hunch as a smaller company, is that we put a bigger focus on people
and the process. With Hunch, you don't just get the underlying technology, but also a
partner that strives to help you make your clients happy.
Our Customer Enablement team can offer comprehensive and personalized onboarding
sessions, which is essential when trying to crack paid social. You would have the initial
platform onboarding and training for every team member/feature. We can also help you
run the campaigns, generate the creatives, and help you optimize them.
We also offer our self-service model, which helps small businesses get more out of the
platform.
Smartly offers 245 online support, and so do we. But, all our services are available to
all tiers of our customers, not just premium ones.
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You are covered
We just cannot afford lousy onboarding experiences, glitches and platform lags, bad UI/UX, half-done
creative templates, low-quality support, or data feeds that don’t get the proper attention.

Customer success

Account management

Training services

Each client gets their dedicated CS

Dedicated planning contact and

Full platform training for media, creative

Manager. All our managers are

escalation point.

and data, on request.

Solutions & integrations

Creative & production

Strategy

Data solutions and platform

Full creative and production services,

Expert campaign audit, analytics and

integrations team.

on request.

planning consulting sessions.

certified blueprint experts for Meta.
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We make sure you never have to
compete for our attention, jump
through hoops or navigate hierarchy to
get things done.
As a mid-market brand, at Hunch, you get the full attention of our experts.
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Let’s talk money
We're definitely more competitively priced
than Smartly.
Being affordable and reasonable, we cater to hundreds of businesses, from SMBs to
large-scale organizations and scaleups. There’re different plans you can subscribe to
with no minimum commitments. You can try a monthly subscription or even lock in Hunch’s
services for two years. We’re basing our pricing on ad spend, but only the ad spend that
goes through Hunch.
We've helped SMBs get the same setup as those brands that have x10 ad spend.
Our pricing is flexible for all - you select the features you would like to use and receive
a custom quote based on the feature set. This makes it perfect for all kinds of businesses
looking to test the waters or scale rapidly.
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Flexible pricing model
So, whether you have an in-house team managing your
campaign or not, we have a plan for you.

Subscription

Percentage

Project-based

Creative-based

tiered subscription
(tech fee)

of spend
only through Hunch

fees based
on scope of work

fees based
on creative work
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Contact us for more details
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At Hunch, we are
committed to your
growth
Platforms like Smartly may feel like a threat to agencies since they fail to communicate
how they can add value to an agency. But, Hunch is built for both brands and agencies
offering the right tools to scale profitably.
Our model is partner-centric, so if you’re a direct advertiser or agency looking to bring
value to your advertisers, our team is dedicated in enabling you to succeed.
Leading companies in all corners of the world trust us to help them grow.
See what they have to say.
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Why brands and agencies love to work with us

“Without Hunch automated
ads and that level of
granularity, we wouldn’t be
able to get back into the
game after COVID19 hit.”

“We’re running over 700
Facebook ads, with scaled
spending and improved
results, and we reduced our
workload by using Hunch to
automate campaign and ad
delivery.”

5/5

5/5

5/5

Millie Yervantinan

Heiman Safeen

Iva Mandalová

Global Manager – Digital Marketing at GA

Senior Growth Marketer at Genero

Performance Specialist at Wavemaker SL

5 out of 5
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“Hunch helped us to create
attractive designs for our DPA
with little effort from us,
resulting in an up to
50%-decrease in CPA.”

4.7 out of 5

Source: G2 and Captera
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Why brands and agencies love to work with us

“We created 100s of creative
variations with advanced
video production using
Hunch’s DCO solution, and
precisely targeted them to
segmented audiences, with
amazing CPM and CTR, all in
a single campaign.”

“Partnering with Hunch
allowed us to deliver
high-converting video ad
campaigns for Social in an
optimized process with many
ad variations that influenced a
58% ROAS uplift and 30%
drop in CPA.”

5/5

5/5

5/5

Filip Gezel

Albert Moreno

Jørgen Simensen

Digital Project Manager at AdSomeNoise

CEO at FEEDBCK

Head of Performance at Fjuz

5 out of 5
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“Local ads perform better
than global ads. Hunch
automated ads solution
helped us to deliver localized
experiences to hundreds of
stores, while saving us tons of
time.”

4.7 out of 5

Source: G2 and Captera
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Is Smartly still the right choice for social media advertising?

We believe our enthusiasm and
perseverance give us the right to claim the
title as the best Smartly alternative.
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Global companies use Hunch to
deliver personalized experiences.
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Still not convinced?
Find out the difference between Hunch and Smartly in our
in-depth blog article
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